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NUMBER ONE HITS AND ONE-HIT WONDERS
The K-Tel All-Stars take you on a musical journey back to the 70’s by performing some
of the best loved AM/FM rock radio hits, and one-hit wonders that topped the charts
from 1970 to 1979.
The band consists of five exceptional musicians from Southern California who
meticulously reproduce the songs that define a generation. Each and every member of
the band is accomplished at their craft, and each member provides lead vocals, as
well as backing vocals.
This is the advantage that the K-Tel All-Stars have over other acts. Beautiful vocal
harmonies were the cornerstone of so many great hit songs and are part of the
melodies that we all sing along to. Any music fan from the 70’s will tell you that it
would be impossible to recreate the songs without a polished vocal harmony blend.
Luckily the K-Tel All-Stars are able to achieve the musicianship and the vocal quality
that is needed to reproduce the smooth ballads, pop hits, and rock songs of the 70’s.
The band includes:
Michael O’Mara - Lead Vocals / Acoustic Guitar / Background Vocals / Percussion
Larry Hampton - Electric Guitar / Lead Vocals / Background Vocals
Jeﬀrey Bryan - Piano / Keyboards / Lead Vocals / Background Vocals
Brian Paulson - Electric Bass / Background Vocals
Seth Kreiswirth - Drums / Lead Vocals / Background Vocals

THE 1970’S WAS A MASSIVE DECADE FOR MUSIC
1970 to 1979 generated some of the greatest songs that continue to mold and shape
the music of today. They have become the soundtrack of our lives. They are the songs
we listened to on AM radios at home, in the car, and at the beach. From unforgettable
masterpieces by major superstars to definitive singles by forgotten greats, to fun,
quirky novelties by one-hit wonders, these songs are a fascinating combination of
blissfulness and nostalgia that will live forever in our sentimental consciousness.

